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Abstract

Acquiring knowledge in situations of learning depends on the competence of the Tunisian Judo student’s promotion to develop new mental structures. In terms of education, it is necessary to operate a real pedagogical progression to accompany the student in the building of his own knowledge. Within this framework, the difficulty of the judo teacher is double. Firstly, it is necessary to carry out a detailed analysis of the initial knowledge of his students and on the other hand, it must implement the pedagogical situations adapted to the rated level. This article sheds light on the study of the effect of learning on knowledge in judo among students based on situation problem. To apply these methods, we took the didactic organization and epistemological activity following its internal logic in order to highlight the modifications and design changes in the learner. To achieve these goals, we resorted to an experiment conducted on three groups: each one practices Judo by one of the three methods of learning.
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1. Introduction

Throughout their education, students should acquire knowledge. Today, the problem of knowledge lasts from 15 to 20 years. The knowledge acquired is diversified and numerous. Some is more and more specialized in a particular disciplinary field forming the basis of future professional competencies; some will become general knowledge; others will be apparently forgotten. This debut issue brings a didactic reflection on the teaching of judo, its objectives and its challenges. Indeed, how to be sure that the student has understood and learned that knowledge affects him. How to be sure that education is suitable for the student. A lot of work is done in physical and sports Education (EPS) and laying work on the teaching of certain APSA (swimming, athletics, collective sports etc.). Some work is focused on the teaching of combat sports and in particular on judo such those of Loizon, Margnès, & Terrisse (2004). Most of them have pedagogic objectives: (Bresciani et al., 1963; Inogai & Habersetzer, 1985) or have been conducted comprehensively from the psychological and sociological theories. Other research is focused on judo teaching at the elementary school on the didactic transposition (Bresciani, 1984; Margnes, É., Loizon, D., & Terrisse, A., 2008; Terrisse, 1996) on the evolution of the ratio of force (Colinet, 1992); on the construction of the contents of education of judo (Janicot, 1985; Bush, 1991). In the book led by A. Terrisse, an important part regarding the didactics and pedagogy of martial arts and combat sports is found (Terrisse, 2000). In addition, M. F. Carnus and A. Terrisse justify “significance and the use of the methodology of didactic engineering in the analysis of decisions of students in situations of opposition in Physical Education and sport” (Carnus, 2007; Terrisse, 2002). In the thesis, Loizon et al. (2004) analyzed teaching in judo practice and pondered the knowledge actually transmitted by the teachers club and EPS. The conclusion of this work shows knowledge of a very different nature transmitted in these sessions. It reflects that the comprehension of the judo’s teaching goes through “filters”, which are for the researcher means of analysis decisive in its professional practice. The thesis of Eric Margnes is related to the knowledge of analysis transmitted in judo by two trainers: “Didactic intention in teaching judo, cultural choices of ethical and technical order. Case study on the teaching situations—their staging for beginners in the initial training of STAPS” (Margnes, 2002). The interest of this work lies in its successful attempt to establish a grid of analysis of this activity, differentiating two conceptions of judo and two modes of treatment of this activity. There is no research on the apprenticeship in situations of combat in judo which marks the subject of our investigations. The originality of our research lies in the fact that it is related to learning judo in schools of promotion in Tunisia and it would be carried out from the application of the situation problem as a didactic means and their impact on the students’ knowledge. The objective of this study is to identify the effects of the methods of learning (with situation problem, analytical and combined) on the acquisition of performance in judo among students in the promotion of judo school.

2. Theoretical Framework

Speak of location problem, is to report a field of application or environment, with real actors and specific purposes; Therefore the existence of a situation that gives full meaning to learning. The problem situation constitutes a very important didactic concept that overlaps both the logic of learning, disciplinary logic and cultural logics. It is a situation of research for the student, which implies a to-do (problem) that the student can succeed through some tools. It would be unfair not to mention. Cornu and Vergniaux (1992) for which the problem situation is a learning situation that is designed in such a way that students cannot solve the question by mere repetition or application of knowledge or skills and such that it requires the formulation of new hypotheses. It is for them a model of education that is characterized by the following facts: Motivation, curiosity raises a question, the student in a situation of construction of knowledge, the structure of the task allows each to implement and perform mental operations required by the purpose of learning, the student is evaluated in its personal acquisitions. At this level the expression “situation problem” (Amade Escot (1989)) characterizes a concrete situation that raises questions. When the problem situation takes a multidimensional character, it is likely to be dealt with inter-disciplinary. Moreover, it allows one hand to create in students a space for reflection and analysis around a problem to solve or an obstacle to be overcome. On the other hand, construction of knowledge, finally it ensures a pedagogical integration function insofar as its representation can mobilize various skills and knowledge by integrating. Certainly, the problem used during the apprenticeship situation can be fully resolved with what already mastered students, but these acquisitions will help the learner to analyze, explore the different approaches of attempts at solutions, compare them between them to raise new issues. In this connection, recourse to a problematic situation undoubtedly meets the three major educational functions by Astolfi (1997) who says the prob-
lem situation: is a mobile learning: it allows controlling the pupil during functional activities; it is a way of learning that allows the appropriation, the student of knowledge and skills in the context of the resolution of a problem open and complex or the completion of a task. It provides a criterion for evaluation of learning: serves as a check, at the end of a sequence of learning if students are well appropriate knowledge or competences referred. Roegiers (2000) reports that a problem situation is a significant situation that engages the learner and which gives him the desire to get in motion conferring a sense what he learns. The educational ideal located the proposed issue for each of the students of the class, seeking, in the words of Vygotsky (1985); in the “proximal zone of development” where learning processes must take place. The latter defines the (ZPD) wisely: “it’s the difference between the level of resolution of problems, edited with the help of adults and that reached by the child alone”, we see well that experience shows that a situation of learning established by the training is rarely optimal for all students without distinction: they do not address situations with the same resources and meet the same obstacles. In the context of Perrenoud (1999) “a standard situation can only exceptionally be optimal for all (students), because they do not have the same level of development, the same prior achievements, the same report to knowledge, the same interests, the same means and ways of learning”. In the field of physical education and sports, Marsenach and Amade-Escot (1993) consider that the problem situation must retain, meaning knowledge: this is a real difficulty today as EPS, or, under the pretext of simplification, it completely purifies the content. In addition, Amade-Escot (1989) thinks that a problem-solving situation must have three characteristics “that result in a cognitive activity of information; to enable adaptive decision-making choices; to operate an” optimal offset promoting the emergence of new lines. The student then built his knowledge in an experiment: he “learns in the interaction of action and reflection. Two key concepts are developed by cognitive psychology to account for the acquisition of knowledge. It comes to notions of situation of problem solving and prior knowledge. However, the acquisition of knowledge in cognitive psychology, is inseparable from the notion of resolution of a problem situation. It would be above all in resolving issues that the student would have to structure or restructure its representations and thus acquire new knowledge. According to Richard (1997), a problem can be defined as a task at hand under defined conditions and for which it is not embodiment in these terms: we know what is the goal, we know the context in which it is to be achieved, but is unknown procedure to achieve it. Similarly, Cauzinille-Marmèche (1996), says that is a problem the student as soon as there is a gap between a current situation and purpose sought to be achieved. Any school activity a student can be, in the same way, designed as a problem solving activity. whether it actually solve a mathematical problem or respond in English to the promptings of the language teacher. Whatever the problem, it is always sets by an initial state (the data of the problem), a final State (the goal) and a succession of actions (actual or mental) that we can appoint procedure and which will “take” from the initial state to the final State. A problem is then to develop strategies to implement procedures to connect the initial state to the final State. Richard (1998) thus lists three types of problems through: discovery of rules and relationships problems occurring in situations of diagnosis, problems of transformation of States. Thus, it is clear that the student to be able to solve at best all situations-problems that occur to him, must be able to use all the knowledge essential to the smooth running of these resolutions. In the reverse case, i.e. If no knowledge may be convened to resolve the issue, it is likely to remain whole and insolvent. In fact, a second concept, often associated with that of problem solving, is paramount in cognitive psychology: it’s prior knowledge According to Ausubel (1968), which was one of the first to develop a cognitive model of the acquisition of knowledge applied to education, “the most important of the factors influencing learning is what the student already knows. However, for cognitive psychology, learning is not simply to collect information and/or stack knowledge: it is necessary to understand for learning. The previous knowledge in a given field are essential to the learning process because they represent a “cradle” to accommodate new knowledge inherent in this area. In fact, information that could not be “connected” to any prior knowledge becomes relevant and information stored by the cognitive System. In other words, the integration of new information into long-term memory depends on the efficiency of previous knowledge to which it is possible to relate new information. Pedagogically, the teacher must “deconstruct” his disciplinary knowledge largely automated to do so that the student can reconstruct these disciplinary knowledge. These necessities and possibilities of adaptation of an expert to the novice, have been particularly well described by the Russian psychologist Vygotsky (1896-1934), through the concept of Proximale Development Zone “ZPD” Vygotsky (1985) this area can be defined as the difference between what the adult (the teacher) knows and what the child can understand; it means acquire on the basis of previous knowledge and its level of development. This is most commonly the area of progress of the student in which the intervention of the teacher should be. In terms of cognitive psychology, it is specifically, provide new
but relatable information by student prior knowledge. Without this possible link, it is likely that the student can really give meaning “to these information and activity which they emanate. It may not actually build its knowledge. From the point of view of cognitive psychology, the acquisition of knowledge is not the result of a single activity mental, clearly identifiable, but is based, instead, on the articulation and coordination of various cognitive activities. Thus, according to Richard (1998), learn suppose to be able to implement activities, among other things, understanding, building of conceptual structures in long-term memory through selective and strategic memorization process. To treatments inferential based on prior knowledge, to develop and test hypotheses, to generalize knowledge or to recognize the class of a problem.

Two different contexts of knowledge construction can be distinguished. In one case, a student can be confronted with an entirely new problem situation whose resolution cannot be directly ensured by recourse to previous knowledge directly for the trafficking problem. In this case, it is for the student to begin the construction of a new field of knowledge. In either case, the problem situation can be linked to prior knowledge. It is then less for the student to construct new knowledge to deepen or enhance a domain of knowledge preexisting. When it comes to building a new field of knowledge, the essential challenge for the student is to initiate the incorporation of new knowledge or representations in the absence of previous knowledge directly relevant. It is a problem situation that frequently goes to meet the student whenever a new concept is introduced by the teacher. Two responses are made by cognitive psychology attempt to explain this “switching” mechanism: recourse to General rules on problem solving (GPS) and the use of the analogy one way from (try of) resolve an initially unknown problem situation is to resort to rules very general problem solving. It comes to carry out explorations, trial and error, of trial and error, and, specifically, to implement strategies of generic resolutions which could be applied to any type of problem. These strategies, named (GPS) (English: General Problem Solver) by Newell and Simon (1972), can sometimes be complex. Certainly, in judo learning is based on the action which involves to discover, to memorize the steps in solving a problem while trying to understand the principles and operation. The interest of the action learning is confront the student with a problem whose resolution is based on its activity even. This student will have to implement procedures for exploration, of trial and error, trial and error which will enable him to identify the nature, the extent of the problem. The important point is that the student will receive and have to consider positive or negative feedback from the problem situation. He can act, observe the result of its action, and infer rules of action recording can be done and should not be done. It is common that this mode of learning be adopted by science teachers who are going to introduce a phase of exploration and discovery during practical work. However, the learning by doing essentially causes the development of knowledge on the procedures necessary for the realization of a task or activity, but not necessarily knowledge referring to the function, objectives or the justification of this task. Thus, according to Shae Shae (1994), know-how, is not only to understand a procedure, it is also be able to evaluate it on the basis of the task and the functioning of the system; understand the meaning and effectiveness. This mode of learning through action and discovery presents a certain danger if the teacher ensures not to somewhat “theorize” by the student the procedural knowledge he was able to acquire during the exploration phase. Otherwise, such procedural knowledge can be understood as constituting a single procedure non-decomposable to resolve a problem. It is a recipe that will be consistently applied. This recipe can make a fortune as long as the exercise lends itself to its use, but the student will be quickly in situations of failure if the data of the problem is slightly different... Understand, however, how and why a recipe works, identify the interests and limits, amounted not to apply as a whole but to decompose this procedure in a series of sub-goals, or even of elementary to perform actions in including the reasons. It is certainly this condition that learning through action and discovery can prove effective. Didactics is that students are not the boxes empty, but they participate in the construction of their learning on the basis of school extra diffuse previous knowledge and on the basis of analysis and structure of the new information next to its permanent knowledge. Learning is considered to be an exploratory research of new behaviors driven by dynamic laws and not by memory research procedures illustrating the traditional conception of learning. Learning is thus defined by the construction or the stabilization of behavioral attractor State (Zanone & Kelso, 1992) that satisfies the purpose of the task, and which sets the expert coordination. In addition, the emergence of the expert behavior is designed as discontinuous and nonlinear. This discontinuity can be assessed by analysis of the qualitative evolution of behaviour. Starting from this principle, the classic design of a continuous learning with performance at the centre of the process, cannot be generalized to the field of the evolution of motor coordination.

A motor skill learning: when we speak of motor learning, necessarily refers to motor skills. These are the purpose of learning. The concept of skill can actually be applied to any human activity directed towards a goal.
Guthrie (1957) defines the ability as “ability acquired by learning to achieve results fixed in advance with the maximum of success and often a minimum of time, energy, or both”. For Durand. M. (1987) “is an ability to resolve” a specific engine problem”, to develop an effective and economic response to achieve a specific objective.” This ability is acquired. “Also it is necessary to distinguish between movement/driving action and skill. The driving action is a movement (gesture) a purpose or spot (while the gesture may exist for him even), it becomes skill when it is carried out efficiently and effectively. Similarly, a skill contributes to the achievement of a performance based on a pre-established and this purpose with the minimum energy cost (efficiency) and requires the automation which is an adapted this behavior which demonstrates that if the skill is specific to the individual, it is in close contact with the relevant APS and its technique. It is therefore possible to say that the objective of the EPS is to allow the acquisition by the student of certain skills, corresponds to search better technical control Loma and Pailhous (1981), in their reflection on cognitive conditions of fiscal and the sensorimotor skills acquisition, characterize a gestures to the high level of his organization and define skillful performance following the following criteria: speed, fluidity and stability for Jonnaert (2008) “development and consistency of the response, smoothness of action, focus on results, improvements in execution speed these are the indicators expressing the fact that skill is automated, meaning that the subject can perform the task cost-effectively attentional or that his attention is directed toward other aspects of the task”. In EPS and sport, what you are looking for is the acquisition of motor skills and this acquisition is manifested by the automation of the gesture. In this type of learning processes the acquisition of athletic skills must support smart learning with sufficient mental participation where the spirit must be creative and imaginative. On the other hand, closed skills are characterized by stable and certain environmental conditions. Learning processes must be those of the repetition of the conditioning to improve performance. These two types of skills constrain differentiated information processing system. Open skills often require a perceptual and decisional, activity under time pressure. However the skills closed assume comprehensive advance planning of action is possible. Certainly, remarkable level of sporting results in particular in recent years is the result of all the factors which the interaction affects the performance. In EPS teaching the concept of performance is linked to the concept of efficiency of training progress. Cazorla (1989) “whatever the sporting activity concerned the performance is always determined by the interaction of the following components: psychological, physiological, biomechanical and sociological.” This indicates that performance covered by each athlete is essentially the product of these components in the sporting sense. Similarly, it is proposed a sporting activity and we wish the student achieves the best possible performance Malcuit & Pomerleau (1977) argue that “performance is a measure of the behavior expressed by an agency after a condition given the environment and the body.” Salgado (2013) adds that the motor performance is considered an indicator of the level of acquisition on the other hand, Famose and Durand (1988) believe that the notion of performance lies within an event sequence that is at the center of what is nome generally: task, activity, the result. It is by a more accurate development of the activity task that can attempt to clarify the meaning of the various terms mentioned and specifically defines the performance which is according to these authors as “a result, product activity, collected, measured and assessed by the practitioner or an outside observer”. Herbrard (1986) tells us that “the performance depends on learning level, i.e. of the State where the student is in transformations, in the coherence and effectiveness of its driving organization compared with the task at a given moment in its learning. It also depends in part on the level of skill of the subject in the task at hand. This skill level reveals essentially the at least greater ownership of the gestural technique known as favourable to activity or to the achievement of the task. However, when learning, a student can reach a good level of skill without that insofar this translates into superior performance. We therefore distinguish the difference between skill and performance. The notion of performance is often used interchangeably in the world of the APS and often changes depending on the authors. However, there is often different qualifications pursuant to (cognitive performance, motor performance, athletic performance, etc.). This study will be limited to the effects of learning by location problem on that procedural as well declarative knowledge, procedural attitude and performance during the practice of judo Sports orientation of current judo should not hide the essence of the practice. Despite their differences, the successive generations of judoka agree not to reduce their activity to a simple search of performance (Inokuma & Sato, 1986; Baudot, Pelletier, & Urvoy, 1975). The same educational goals are shared by the school judo and the clubs. In its entirety, the judo considers the confrontation as a training tool of the character and the body, and not as a single purpose. Attention to the ethics of combat allows as well as the expression of the will to defeat each be developed while preserving the mutual respect. When he joined the school, judo remains subject to this “technical” teaching design; in fact, there is little taught. The specificity of the context of school education (volume of low education,
limited training of teachers, technical representation of the activity) of this activity seems, so endorsing simplifications suggested in the didactic proposals concerning the teaching of judo: “access to a global form of real combat from judo, with students who don’t practice them in EPS” is impossible (Baker, 1996). Also, the current didactic proposals appear to move towards an alternative between two types of educational option, that we will develop: a dual option: Baker is campaigning for “a culturalized and contextualized EPS” (Baker, 1996). He does retain, as a learning object “gripping combat sports”, that construction of the guard and the use of the strength of the opponent in a fight. To account for the goals of learning and results in cooperation and opposition, he chose two evaluation referring to “historical conceptions of judo” situations: the witnesses of a “do with knowledge” and the randoris kata characterizing the “know-how against”. Similarly, judo involves the level of proficiency is assessed in the context of the opposition. However, if combat remains the core activity, the purpose of judo is not in domination of the opponent but, on the contrary, the best knowledge and dominance of oneself. The perspective of the educational struggle perceives in interest that represents the search for results. The requirement of education must focus on the individual student’s commitment and a self-transcendence which cannot be reduced to the mere obtaining of victories in a framework dictated by a sporting regulations evolving. Inogai and Habersetzer (2002) report that the aims of education of judo are defined mainly by: the acquisition of specific techniques, individual adaptation to the evolution of the balance of forces, the affirmation of self-confidence and mastery of emotional factors. Motor, affective and intellectual student resources are thus requested to a realization of itself through situations of confrontation. Knowledge of technical, strategic or ethical education is essential for judo teachers (Loizon, Margnès, & Terrisse, 2004). Knowledge identified through the implementation of the educational variables by these professionals in the teaching of judo are the bedrock foundation of the activity.

3. Materials and Methods

All concerned in our research subjects group is composed of students of primary education (6th year) belonging to the centre for the promotion of judo road to SOUKRA (Sfax). Selected students are aged 12 and are divided into three groups of 30 students with the following form:

A first group of 30 students aged 12 years 1) learns judo by the method of situation problem during the sessions throughout the experience.

A second group of 30 students aged 12 years 2) learns judo by the analytical method during the sessions throughout the experiment.

A third group of 30 students aged 12 years 3) learns judo by the method combined during the sessions throughout the experiment.

1) Measuring tools

Tests in our research are designed in the official program and the educational objectives of school promotion centres. Similarly, the tests are constructed by reference to tasks aimed at students of 6th year primary school centres for the promotion of judo program, published by the Directorate of physical education in collaboration with the Ministry of sport and physical education of Tunisia (2014).

2) Events of evaluation

For the sake of rigour and a litmus test of the different selected tests, we conducted a pre test. This procedure was applied to a small sample of three groups of 5 students each. As a result, some changes in the Organization of the execution of the tests have been made:

Students were informed of the purpose and the Protocol of each test.

After the train, students spend motor performance tests, then those of the demonstration of gesture (procedural attitudes).

3) experimental protocol

The experimental protocol allows us to determine the effects of each of the methods of learning: with situation problem, analytical and combined, on the knowledge among students in schools for the promotion.

To achieve properly the objectives of this study, we considered it appropriate to begin with a diagnostic evaluation in advance for the groups to our experience. Accordingly, all subjects underwent tests meadows which focused on performance, procedural attitudes (see Table A1).

These same tests will be conducted at the end of the cycle of learning judo. This cycle extends over twelve weeks of teaching for two hours per week. During this experimental period of education which takes place
within the ordinary course of promotion centre, each group is taught with a single method: either by location problem, or analytical. Either by the combined method. The contents of the three methods is based on the following form:

For education of the group learning judo by the analytical method, learning of technical elements is distributed throughout the period of teaching. The gesture of judo is broken down into key technical elements set out as phases of reversal in judo standing: preparation phase, execution, and the fall. Each of these phases is learned alone and apart from other elements.

For education of the group learning judo by the method of situation problem, learning the techniques is conducted simultaneously on the situation of opposition movement, and each student trying to learn and at the same time correcting all the elements to each teaching session.

For the teaching of the group learning judo by the combined method learning techniques is carried out on two-stroke: the gesture of judo is broken down into technical elements then it is performed simultaneously on movement.

Step 1: procurement of a pre-test to students of the three experimental groups (procedural attitudes and performance).
- Gexp1: (app. with situation problem).
- Gexp2: (app. analytical).
- Gexp3: (app. combined).

Pre-test registration.

2nd stage: Execution of a cycle of 12 sessions of learning for each group following the Organization of our experience.
- Registration of learning different sessions.

3rd stage: execution of a post-test to students of the three experimental groups (procedural attitudes and performance).

4th step:
- Observation of the individual behaviours of students, attack (TORI) and defence (UKE).
- Observation of the resolution of the task problem for students in attack and defence.
- Identify the different indicators depending on the behavior of students on an individual level.

4) measurement indicators

Our research is to identify the effect of learning with situation problem on standing judo for this knowledge, we used four such dimensions as “Table 1”.

Acquisition expected by TORI: projected the opponent on the back using knowledge to solve a situation problem in standing judo familyas “Table 2”.

4. Results

Consideration of improvement of each group to different designs and performance, depending on the learning method used:

To assess improvement concerning the different designs and performance in each group (relative to itself), due to the use of a method of learning during a school year in judo, we proceeded to the calculation of the Student’s “t” paired.

The results of Student’s t show that according to the method of learning used, some variables of learning improve, within the same group, against other variables:

Practice of judo by the situation problem method to improve both procedural attitudes and performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of acquisition</th>
<th>Assessment scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(-): Without achievements</td>
<td>(-): 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+): Minimum acquired</td>
<td>(+): 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(++): Delete minimal achievements</td>
<td>(++): 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+++): Maximum gains</td>
<td>(+++): 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Similarly, significant progress in procedural attitude stemmed mainly from the very significant progress registered in attitudes in preparation phase and phase of fall as “Table 3” (respectively p & lt; 0.0001 and p & lt; 0.001).

Learning by the combined method supports a very significant improvement in performance and procedural attitudes in group learning by the analytical method, noted improvements show highly significant performance (thanks to knowledge of a technique). However, regarding procedural attitudes, no not there was significant improvement. However, if it is logical that a variable performance can improve under the effect of a learning method, it is no less true that the degree of improvement, may vary as a result of one method over another. This invites us to check which of the three methods of learning the best effect on performance. The results of this comparison are as follows:

Performance: Judo Average statistical data of students belonging to the three groups of study at the level of the performance in judo are reflected as “Table 4”:

With regard to the “Performance”, the ANOVA showed:
- a significant ‘Method’ effect [F (2; 87) = 9.95; p & lt; 0.001]; H2 = 0.186
- a significant “learning” effect [F (1; 87) = 209.52; p & lt; 0.001]; H2 = 0.707
- a significant “Method X learning” interaction [F (2; 87) = 3.14; p = 0.048]; H2 = 0.072

The results shown in the table above through ANOVA calculation which reveals a (F (2; 87) = 9.95; p & lt; 0.001 at the level of the effect of the method, F (1; 87) = 209.52; p & lt; 0.001 at the level of the effect of learning and F (2; 87) = 3.14; p = 0.048 to the level of the effect of the interaction method and learning demonstrated a significant difference that emerges between the three experimental groups on the one hand), we are seeing, a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Acquisition expected by TORI.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Statistical values concerning procedural attitudes and performance according to the method applied in subjects in 3 groups.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural attitudes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Average values and variances types of the performance of the three groups before and after learning.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
superiority of the profile of the post-test scores. On the other hand, comparing averages is clear progress in the different groups tested, ranging from 0.29% corresponding to a minimum rate improvement up to 0.4% characterizing the highest progress, which explains that the three groups showed significantly different improvements statistical resolutions averages and percentages, registered in all three groups allow to observe the improvements made by each of the three methods. And that each of the groups has improved very significantly. Similarly, various improvements recorded at the level of the effect (methods, learning or even at the level of the interaction method and learning) are in favor of the group teach by the method combined the performance in judo...). However, we can deduce that the results achieved at the level of progress significantly participate in improving the performance students which explains the new stadium of knowledge. These advances in performance differences are illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 2 shows that the comparison of progress is very significantly different in performance between the three groups. Thus the order relation is: combined > analytical method method > method with situation problem.

The procedural attitude: The procedural attitude was appreciated across the three phases in judo, procedural attitudes concerning the preparation, execution and fall. The results shown in the table below from the procedural attitudes show that different statistical figures, at the level of the percentages of improvements are significantly different which is explained by the difference in the averages reflecting a rate ranging from 0.32% in the group whose learning is based on the analytical method up to 0.99% for learning with situation problem in standing judo who made significantly better progress. Similarly, these advances are at the origin of the effect of learning within each group study and the interaction between (method and learning) illustrated by $F (1; 87) = 52.27$ report which is significant at $p < 0.001$ at the level of learning and the $F (2; 87) = 4.3$ report; $p = 0.017$ at the level of the interaction method and learning well, the analytical method has no significant difference at the level of the procedural attitude nor under the effect of the method or the effect of learning. We can deduce that the method applied for each group does not have an effect on the procedural attitude and that the progress
illustrated by computing the ANOVA are under the effect of learning and its interaction with the method at the level of the two groups (with situation problem and combined) as “Table 5”:

With regard to the “procedural Attitude”, the ANOVA showed:

- a non significant ‘Method’ effect \( [F (2; 87) = 2.72; p = 0.072]; H2 = 0.059 \)
- a significant “learning” effect \( [F (1; 87) = 52.27; p &lt; 0.001]; H2 = 0.375 \)
- a significant “Method X learning” interaction \( [F (2; 87) = 4.3; p = 0.017]; H2 = 0.09 \)

This relationship can be observed on the basis of the percentages of improvements: 0.99% (situation problem method) &gt; 0.77% (combined method) &gt; 0.32% (analytical method). The comparison between the three groups on the basis of the “X” test, postest averages “Y” and the percentage of the improvements “purified, is shown in Figure 3”.

However, although it has been demonstrated that the three groups have shown progress significantly different (significant F2), these differences are all significant? This apparent relationship is genuine and credible at all levels?

Comparison of improvements in the three groups taken two by two, allows us to conclude as to the meaning of each difference as “in Figure 4”:

Anova shows that the only comparison of very significant progress in procedural attitude is noted between group learning using analytics and that learning is achieved by the method with situation problem. Thus, the apparent order relationship is checked as regards: method with situation problem &gt; analytical method.

5. Discussion

We have tried in our present research to study the effect of learning (by status problem, analytical and combined)

Table 5. Average values and variances types of the procedural attitude of the three groups before and after learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
<th>( \Delta ) (Before-after)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMA</td>
<td>4.48 ± 0.93</td>
<td>4.79 ± 0.7</td>
<td>0.32 ± 1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMSP</td>
<td>4.61 ± 0.63</td>
<td>5.6 ± 0.91**</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.71***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMC</td>
<td>4.56 ± 1.19</td>
<td>5.33 ± 1.02***</td>
<td>0.77 ± 0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Evolution of procedural attitudes in judo under the effect of the method used in each of the three groups. *Significant difference at \( p &lt; 0.05 \); \( p &lt; 0.001 \).

Figure 4. Percentage change (\( \Delta \% \)) of the procedural attitude of the three groups. *Significant difference at \( p &lt; 0.05 \).
on knowledge in judo among students in the school promotion centre. In the application of these methods, we
took into consideration the Organization instructional and epistemological activity judo following its internal
logic, in order to highlight changes and changes in design and report to knowledge in the learner. To achieve
these objectives, we resorted to an experiment conducted on three groups each practice judo by one of the three
methods of learning. The results obtained show that there is a “effect method” teaching differentiated both on
procedural attitudes and performance. However, learning (techniques, strategies, regulations) in judo in the clas-
ic relationship of teaching, the teacher speaks to the entire class and these are processes of transmission and
acquisition of knowledge which are being implemented. But if the present teacher of knowledge, are we sure
that they are also knowledge that students receive? Very often, the manner in which they receive and perceive
them are information, that is, data that are for them little malleable, hardly reusable except to repeat them. This
is often because, unlike school centres for the promotion of judo teachers, students do not have the same culture
of accompaniment and contextualization of knowledge that they receive and are not yet sufficiently autonomous
in their school operation; also, the mere transmission of knowledge is generally not sufficient so that they have
ownership, even if the teacher of judo, as is often the case, made a double work of didactic transposition and
pedagogical support to facilitate acquisitions. Our results validate our assumptions since the different teaching
methods: analytical situation problem and combined have contributed, on the one hand, to a change on the psy-
chomotor map (procedural attitudes and/or performance), and secondly, to a design change on the cognitive map
(declarative and procedural knowledge) in judo. Regarding performance in judo, three teaching methods affect
“method” significantly differentiated that emerges between the three experimental groups. However, the per-
formance improvement is not directly related to changes in designs, made by different methods. The perfor-
ance is thus manifested connected with declarative knowledge, or procedural knowledge. This allows us to in-
er that learning can occur both on the motor plan that perceptual and cognitive, without for all that there is a re-
lationship of cause and effect on performance in particular. Also, the performance does not show necessarily
conditioned in our case by the designs of the practitioners. However as said Meirieu (1990): “everyone would
like to know, but not necessarily learn. We believe that physical activity, improve the designs cannot be suffi-
cient alone to lead to progress in performance. Indeed, the engines acts require in addition to other variables
such as factors of executions to produce better performance. May be should be a greater period of learning to
enable performance factors to develop and that design changes can interact with these factors and thus produce a
better performance. Also the heterogeneity of each group, learning each by a teaching method on all variables
selected in our research learning can explained by the absence of relationship between improving attitudes and
performance. In addition, share their characteristics, students react in the same way to the method with which
they learn, that is why teacher should take account of what is common, what is different in each student and
create conditions of learning suited to students to give maximum efficiency, it is in this sense that we speak of
differentiated instruction. This converges with the ideas of Famose (1996), which shows that progress in motor
performance continues for very long periods of time and that each particular level of performance to suggest that
the skill is fully acquired is an arbitrary limit that can constantly evolve. The author adds that intellectual or
verbal skills, in the field of sport, is acquired much more quickly than motor skills. Referring on the experiments
of Thomas and French. The research of these authors showed that in sports, a procedural, declarative knowledge
and motor skills rich and well-organized basis was essential to become an expert. They also showed that the first
two types of knowledge essentially concerned the quality of decision-making, while the latter the quality of ex-
ecution. Famose still reported using the experiences of Thomas, French and McPerson (French & Thomas, 1987;
McPherson and Thomas, 1991), the first two types of knowledge are learned more quickly than the last and that
the first two have no connection with the acquisition of the last.

6. Conclusion

To further this research, a large number of learning theorists, ranging from the perspective of cognitive psy-
chology described in addition the three types of knowledge, another category of knowledge that they have called
strategic knowledge or cognitive strategies. In numerous studies on learning and problem solving, it was shown
repeatedly that learners bring to new tasks not only performance and procedural attitudes and previously learned
motor skills, but also some skills about when and how to use them. On the one hand, it focused on the develop-
ment of declarative and procedural knowledge to identify their correlation with the performance in judo. On the
other hand, it focused on the search for strategic knowledge that makes a student able to exert a degree of con-
trol on any processes involved in the mental operations to be careful, to perceive, to memorize, to remember and to decide. They make the learners in the judo promotion centers able to choose, at the appropriate time, intellectual skills, declarative and procedural knowledge and motor skills that they will use to build their learning, remember and solve the problem.
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Appendix

Table A1. Observation grid for the assessment of the procedural attitude.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedural attitudes</th>
<th>The evaluation criteria</th>
<th>Rating scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Travel</td>
<td>- Too slow</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Accelerated departure</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Gradually accelerated</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Tire in front</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of imbalance</td>
<td>- Tire at the top and in front</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Is recovering gradually</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The phase</td>
<td>- Still leaning forward</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Fixed close to the body</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The phase</td>
<td>Attitude of the trunk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td>- Parallel to the movement of the legs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Opposite to the movement of the legs</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Beyond the legs of the opponent</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement of the legs</td>
<td>- Before the legs of the opponent</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Between the legs of the opponent</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Heel</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution</td>
<td>The leg curl is on tire in front</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The phase</td>
<td>- The sole of the foot</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement of the arm during</td>
<td>- Facing down</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The phase of fall</td>
<td>- Oriented upward and forward</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Glutes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receipt of the opponent on:</td>
<td>- The coast</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The back</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>